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1. Introduction    
 

Interest in reflector antennas due to attractive features including high gain, multiple beam, 
low side lobe level, and robustness have been growth both in military and commercial areas 
in microwave frequency range since World War I. In particular, low side lobe level radiation 
pattern, is an essential requirement for satellite communication systems. Offset reflector 
antennas featuring adjacent high gain beams with good isolation across the same frequency 
bandwidth make them good candidates for these applications. Depending on the required 
radiation pattern, feeds may or may not be located at the focus. A cluster of feeds can be 
used in the focal region of offset reflectors for multiple beams application [Skolnik, 1990; 
Chu and Turrin, 1973; Rudge, 1975; Janken et al., 1973; Ingerson and Wong, 1974; Tian et al., 
2007]. 
There have been published lots of articles dealing with analyze and design of electrically 
small and large reflectors by analytical or numerical techniques [Love, 1978; Wood, 1986; Lo 
and Lee, 1988; Scott, 1990]. These methods vary from the traditional Aperture Field Method 
(AFM) that involves integrating the electric fields scattered by the reflector onto a projected 
planar aperture, to more modern hybrid methods that employ a variety of techniques each 
of which is applicable over different regions of the radiation pattern. Some of the 
aforementioned methods yield exact solutions such as, Method of Moments (MoM) but 
require significantly computational resources. Larger reflectors like large radio astronomy 
antennas need to be analysed using high-frequency techniques which use approximations 
based on asymptotic solutions for canonical problems.  The approximate techniques have 
been proved to be quite successful in predicting both far and near-field patterns and are in 
very good agreement with the measurements. Methods of evaluating the electromagnetic 
fields radiated from a reflector antenna fall into two categories: exact and approximation 
methods. These various techniques have been explained as follows [Philips et al., 1996]. 
The Method of Moments is the most accurate technique in all known methods used in 
electromagnetic scattering analysis. The formulation of the governing equations of the 
problem (such as Electric Field Integral Equation (EFIE)) is exact, and highly accurate 
solutions can be obtained by a suitable choice of basis and testing functions. The induced 
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current distribution on the reflector surface is obtained by MoM to calculate the 
electromagnetic scattering fields. The Method of Moments is well documented in the 
literature providing classical textbooks that describe the technique [Harrington, 1993; Moore 
and Pizer, 1984; Miller et al., 1992]. Using this approach, one can accurately evaluate the full 
radiation properties of any antenna by wire grid [Popovic et al., 1982] or patch model 
[Wilton & Butler, 1981]. Additionally, the antenna can be analyzed in free space or infinite 
dielectric half plane. The main drawback of this method is the large computational resources 
required. Therefore, the MoM is not a practical approach for antennas larger than a few 
wavelengths. Recently, Wavelet-Based Moment Method (WBMM) has been applied on large 
reflector antennas to calculate the current distribution accurately and fast. By serving 
wavelets as basis and testing functions in a wavelet expansion, a sparse matrix is generated 
from the previous MoM dense matrix, which may save computational cost. By use of this 
method, the currents on the reflector surface can be calculated faster than the conventional 
MoM [Lashab et al., 2007; Lashab et al., 2008; Herzberg, 2005].  
Approximation methods or high frequency methods can be applied on electrically large 
antennas to predict far-field and near-field radiation characteristics [Rusch and Potter, 1970; 
Kauffman et al., 1976]. These methods are subdivided into three types; those based on the 
Kirchoff’s approximation (such as Aperture Field Method, Scalar Radiation 
Integral/Projected Aperture Method, Physical Optics (PO), Gaussian Beam Mode optics 
(GBM)), Ray tracing methods (such as Geometrical Optics (GO), Geometrical or Uniform 
Theory of Diffraction (GTD/UTD)), and also corrected Kirchoff’s methods (such as Physical 
Optics and Physical Theory of Diffraction (PTD)) [Philips et al., 1996]. The high frequency 
methods are well suited for the analysis of electrically large reflector antennas as well as for 
the modelling of secondary effects such as the interaction of the main antenna with adjacent 
structures similar to building or terrain obstacles. 
Methods based on Kirchoff’s approximation are utilized generally for the estimation of the 
antenna boresight, main lobe and few adjacent sidelobes. Aperture field method and 
projected aperture method fail to predict the cross polar pattern with sufficient degree of 
accuracy [Silver, 1949]. In addition, the minimum radii of curvature should be more than 
five wavelengths in size for validity of Geometrical Optics [Philips et al., 1996]. The most 
widely used method is Physical Optics which involves the vector summation of radiated 
fields due to individual currents induced over the structure by the illuminating fields which 
have been evaluated by considering the Geometrical Optics propagation due to the primary 
feed [Balanis, 1989]. In terms of CPU time and storage requirements, the Aperture Field 
Method or projected aperture method is significantly more efficient than Physical Optics. 
However, PO is generally more accurate than the former and correctly predicts the main 
beam and close in sidelobes. It also gives a better prediction of the cross polar pattern. 
Methods based on the Kirchoff’s approximation suffer from the inability to provide accurate 
predictions at angles widely displaced from the antenna’s main beam direction. Although 
the computational requirements for the summation of the Physical Optics current are not as 
severe as in the case of the MoM, it is nevertheless a significant factor to consider taking into 
account that the sampling interval on the reflector surface needs to be of the order of a 
wavelength or less [Philips et al., 1996]. 
An alternative fast analytical way for evaluating the radiative properties of the antenna is 
the Gaussian Beam Mode (GBM) analysis [Goldsmith, 1982; Lamb, 1986; Bogush and Elgin, 
1986; Lesurf, 1990]. The Gaussian beam mode fields are given by simple analytical 

expressions; hence this formulation offers advantages due to the simplicity and the speed of 
evaluation. The analysis is valid in both the near and the far-field points along the paraxial 
directions with equally rapid and straightforward evaluations. Furthermore, the expansions 
are valid in the transition regions. However, GBM cannot predict the far-out sidelobe region 
and blockage due to subreflector or struts which should be either negligible or avoided for 
valid results. 
The wide angle and non-paraxial direction can be predicted by a ray description of the 
diffracted field. This is accomplished with the introduction of diffracted rays within the 
framework of Geometrical Theory of Diffraction [Keller, 1958; Keller, 1962], or its uniform 
versions such as the Uniform Theory of Diffraction [Kouyoumjian and Pathak, 1974] and 
Uniform Asymptotic Theory (UAT) [Ahluwalia et al., 1968], which provides diffracted field 
expressions valid across the shadow boundaries of the incident or reflected fields. The 
diffraction coefficients contain Fresnel integrals that are easily evaluated, thus providing a 
fast and efficient algorithm for the analysis of large reflectors. Most of the time is actually 
used in locating the points of reflection and diffraction on the reflector, given the source and 
field points. With multiple reflectors and complex geometrical shapes, this can sometimes be 
quite time-consuming although not nearly as much as in evaluating double integrals over 
large surfaces. It must be emphasised that any ray description fails at caustics and so a 
purely ray technique cannot predict the far-field characteristics of a large antenna near 
boresight. Such regions can be analysed by the Equivalent Current Method (ECM) [Ryan 
and Peters, 1969], which works back from the GTD solution away from caustics to obtain an 
equivalent current that would produce identical fields there. This current is then used to 
extrapolate the field at the caustics.   
A PO plus UTD scheme may well be the first option for evaluating the radiated field from a 
large reflector antenna. The PO is used to predict the radiation characteristics in the 
boresight region and the UTD to evaluate the wide angle characteristics of the radiation 
pattern. Prediction of the antenna backlobe can be calculated by defining an equivalent edge 
current using the basic UTD formulation. This current is integrated in the usual far-field 
sense to provide the radiation pattern in the rearward direction. The implementation of a 
UTD scheme offers significant speed enhancement combined with minimal memory 
requirements. The GO plus UTD combination can also provide very rapid field calculations, 
but fails to predict the main beam characteristics. However, it can be used to provide full 
near-field predictions [Philips et al., 1996].   
The problem of wide angle and non-paraxial direction prediction can be solved when the 
Physical Optics method is augmented with Physical Theory of Diffraction (PTD), which is a 
systematic extension of the PO approach, just as GTD is an extension to GO [Ufimtsev, 
2007]. The PTD correction consists of a fringe current acting along the rim of the quasi-
optical system. The value of these fringe currents is such that the edge condition is satisfied; 
hence the diffraction phenomenon is accurately described. The PO plus PTD scheme can 
provide accurate near and far-field information along any direction. However, this method 
when applied to electrically large systems may require large amounts of memory and 
computer time due to evaluation of surface and line integration.   
After choosing the proper method to analyze the desired reflector antenna, the speed and 
the accuracy of the radiation pattern computation of the reflector antennas is very 
important. The most straightforward as well as the most time-consuming method is the 
direct numerical quadrature of the radiation integral for the aperture antenna. Several 
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current distribution on the reflector surface is obtained by MoM to calculate the 
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dielectric half plane. The main drawback of this method is the large computational resources 
required. Therefore, the MoM is not a practical approach for antennas larger than a few 
wavelengths. Recently, Wavelet-Based Moment Method (WBMM) has been applied on large 
reflector antennas to calculate the current distribution accurately and fast. By serving 
wavelets as basis and testing functions in a wavelet expansion, a sparse matrix is generated 
from the previous MoM dense matrix, which may save computational cost. By use of this 
method, the currents on the reflector surface can be calculated faster than the conventional 
MoM [Lashab et al., 2007; Lashab et al., 2008; Herzberg, 2005].  
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Theory of Diffraction (GTD/UTD)), and also corrected Kirchoff’s methods (such as Physical 
Optics and Physical Theory of Diffraction (PTD)) [Philips et al., 1996]. The high frequency 
methods are well suited for the analysis of electrically large reflector antennas as well as for 
the modelling of secondary effects such as the interaction of the main antenna with adjacent 
structures similar to building or terrain obstacles. 
Methods based on Kirchoff’s approximation are utilized generally for the estimation of the 
antenna boresight, main lobe and few adjacent sidelobes. Aperture field method and 
projected aperture method fail to predict the cross polar pattern with sufficient degree of 
accuracy [Silver, 1949]. In addition, the minimum radii of curvature should be more than 
five wavelengths in size for validity of Geometrical Optics [Philips et al., 1996]. The most 
widely used method is Physical Optics which involves the vector summation of radiated 
fields due to individual currents induced over the structure by the illuminating fields which 
have been evaluated by considering the Geometrical Optics propagation due to the primary 
feed [Balanis, 1989]. In terms of CPU time and storage requirements, the Aperture Field 
Method or projected aperture method is significantly more efficient than Physical Optics. 
However, PO is generally more accurate than the former and correctly predicts the main 
beam and close in sidelobes. It also gives a better prediction of the cross polar pattern. 
Methods based on the Kirchoff’s approximation suffer from the inability to provide accurate 
predictions at angles widely displaced from the antenna’s main beam direction. Although 
the computational requirements for the summation of the Physical Optics current are not as 
severe as in the case of the MoM, it is nevertheless a significant factor to consider taking into 
account that the sampling interval on the reflector surface needs to be of the order of a 
wavelength or less [Philips et al., 1996]. 
An alternative fast analytical way for evaluating the radiative properties of the antenna is 
the Gaussian Beam Mode (GBM) analysis [Goldsmith, 1982; Lamb, 1986; Bogush and Elgin, 
1986; Lesurf, 1990]. The Gaussian beam mode fields are given by simple analytical 

expressions; hence this formulation offers advantages due to the simplicity and the speed of 
evaluation. The analysis is valid in both the near and the far-field points along the paraxial 
directions with equally rapid and straightforward evaluations. Furthermore, the expansions 
are valid in the transition regions. However, GBM cannot predict the far-out sidelobe region 
and blockage due to subreflector or struts which should be either negligible or avoided for 
valid results. 
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expressions valid across the shadow boundaries of the incident or reflected fields. The 
diffraction coefficients contain Fresnel integrals that are easily evaluated, thus providing a 
fast and efficient algorithm for the analysis of large reflectors. Most of the time is actually 
used in locating the points of reflection and diffraction on the reflector, given the source and 
field points. With multiple reflectors and complex geometrical shapes, this can sometimes be 
quite time-consuming although not nearly as much as in evaluating double integrals over 
large surfaces. It must be emphasised that any ray description fails at caustics and so a 
purely ray technique cannot predict the far-field characteristics of a large antenna near 
boresight. Such regions can be analysed by the Equivalent Current Method (ECM) [Ryan 
and Peters, 1969], which works back from the GTD solution away from caustics to obtain an 
equivalent current that would produce identical fields there. This current is then used to 
extrapolate the field at the caustics.   
A PO plus UTD scheme may well be the first option for evaluating the radiated field from a 
large reflector antenna. The PO is used to predict the radiation characteristics in the 
boresight region and the UTD to evaluate the wide angle characteristics of the radiation 
pattern. Prediction of the antenna backlobe can be calculated by defining an equivalent edge 
current using the basic UTD formulation. This current is integrated in the usual far-field 
sense to provide the radiation pattern in the rearward direction. The implementation of a 
UTD scheme offers significant speed enhancement combined with minimal memory 
requirements. The GO plus UTD combination can also provide very rapid field calculations, 
but fails to predict the main beam characteristics. However, it can be used to provide full 
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The problem of wide angle and non-paraxial direction prediction can be solved when the 
Physical Optics method is augmented with Physical Theory of Diffraction (PTD), which is a 
systematic extension of the PO approach, just as GTD is an extension to GO [Ufimtsev, 
2007]. The PTD correction consists of a fringe current acting along the rim of the quasi-
optical system. The value of these fringe currents is such that the edge condition is satisfied; 
hence the diffraction phenomenon is accurately described. The PO plus PTD scheme can 
provide accurate near and far-field information along any direction. However, this method 
when applied to electrically large systems may require large amounts of memory and 
computer time due to evaluation of surface and line integration.   
After choosing the proper method to analyze the desired reflector antenna, the speed and 
the accuracy of the radiation pattern computation of the reflector antennas is very 
important. The most straightforward as well as the most time-consuming method is the 
direct numerical quadrature of the radiation integral for the aperture antenna. Several 
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approaches have been proposed for the efficient numerical evaluation of the double 
radiation integrals. The earliest of these is the so-called Ludwig algorithm in which the 
double integral can be evaluated in explicit closed forms [Ludwig, 1968; Ludwig, 1988]. 
Alternatively, one can expand the radiation integral into a series such as the one in the 
Jacobi-Bessel method [Rahmat-Samii et al., 1980; Galindo-Israel and Mittra, 1977]. The 
Jacobi-Bessel method is most suited for computing the pattern of antennas which have a 
circular projected aperture. Because the Jacobi polynomials satisfy a special type of 
recursion relationship, they are also useful for computing the radiation pattern of parabolic 
reflector antennas. Another approach to the secondary pattern computation of planar or 
parabolic antennas has been suggested by Drabowitch [Drabowitch, 1965]. This approach is 
based on the two-dimensional sampling theorem. The coefficients of the interpolating 
functions for the secondary pattern are computed by periodically sampling the secondary 
pattern at intervals determined by the aperture dimensions. These coefficients are 
subsequently used in conjunction with the interpolating functions to compute the secondary 
pattern at an arbitrary observation angle. 
In this chapter, an algorithm is presented to evaluate aperture numerical integration by FFT 
method. This coordinate system is used for all antenna configurations. The proposed 
algorithm can be applied to all shaped reflector antennas which has been illuminated by 
defocused feeds with arbitrary patterns. In this method, in order to calculate the radiation 
patterns, the equations of geometrical optics are used to calculate the reflected electric field 
using the radiation patterns of the feed and the parameters defining the reflector surface. In 
addition, the direction of the reflected ray and the point of intersection of the reflected ray 
with the aperture plane are obtained by use of geometrical optics. These fields comprise the 
aperture field distribution which is integrated over the aperture plane by FFT to yield the 
far-field radiation pattern and to calculate other antenna parameters. Shaped Reflector 
Antenna Design and Analysis Software (SRADAS) based on this numerical method can 
analyze and simulate all shaped reflector antennas with large dimensions in regard to the 
wavelength. SRADAS has been implemented and used in Information and Communication 
Technology Institute (ICTI) to analyze and simulate different practical parabolic and shaped 
reflector antennas [Zeidaabadi Nezhad and Firouzeh, 2005].  
The organization of this chapter is as follows: Proposed fast method to calculate the 
radiation integral of a parabolic reflector antenna is explained in Section 2. Required mesh 
size in order to accomplish the optimum mesh density in calculating the radiation integrals 
with desired accuracy and speed is introduced in section 3. In order to confirm the validity 
of the proposed calculation method, in Sections 4 and 5, two types of practical antennas are 
analyzed by this method and the results are compared with the results achieved by the 
commercial software package FEKO and measurements, as well. Finally, concluding 
remarks are given in Section 6. 

 
2. Calculation of the radiation integrals by FFT 
 

Fig. 1 shows the three-dimensional geometry of a parabolic reflector antenna. A feed located 
at the focal point of a parabola forms a beam parallel to the focal axis. In addition, the rays 
emanating from the focus of the reflector are transformed into plane waves. The design is 
based on optical techniques, and it does not take into account any diffraction from the rim of 
the reflector. Since a parabolic antenna is a parabola of revolution, the equation (1) describes 

the parabolic surface in terms of the spherical coordinates , ,r     , where f is the focal 
distance. Because of its rotational symmetry, there are no variations with respect to . The 
projected cross-sectional area of reflector on the aperture plane -the opening of the reflector- 
is 0S , and on the focal plane is 0S  . 
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Fig. 1. Three-dimensional geometry of a parabolic reflector antenna 
 
The total pattern of the system is computed by the sum of secondary field and the primary 
field of the feed element. For the majority of feeds like horn antennas, the primary pattern in 
the boresight direction of the reflector is of very low intensity and usually can be neglected. 
The advantage of the AFM is that, the integration over the aperture plane can be performed 
easily for any feed position and any feed pattern, whereas the double integration on current 
distribution over the reflector surface is time-consuming in PO method, and it becomes 
difficult when the feed is placed off-axis or when the feed radiation pattern has no 
symmetry. 
The radiation integrals over 0S   computing the far fields by AFM can be written as [Balanis, 
2005]: 
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In equations (2), axE and ayE represent the x- and y-component of the reflected fields 
over 0S  . The spherical coordinates of the observation point is , ,r   .   and  are 
wavelength and phase constant of the propagated wave in free space, respectively. 
A feed at the focal point of a parabola forms a beam parallel to the focal axis. Therefore, the 
only difference between fields on 0S  and 0S   is the constant phase because of the distance 
between the aperture plane 0S  and the focal plane 0S  . Additional feeds displaced from the 
focal point form multiple beams at angles off the antenna axis. In this case, the reflected 
fields from the reflector are not parallel to the focal axis resulting in a severe phase 
distortion between fields on 0S  and 0S  . Therefore, the integral equations (2a) and (2b) are 
calculated over the aperture plane 0S , not the focal plane 0S  . The phase distortion increases 
with the angular displacement in beamwidths and decreases with an increase in the focal 
length. 
In order to calculate the reflected filed from the reflector, a rectangular mesh is created on 
the focal plane 0S   as shown in Fig. 2.  According to AFM and GO, the reflected fields out of 

0S   are vanished. Two-dimensional FFT is used to compute the integral equations (2a) and 
(2b) rapidly [Bracewell, 1986]. Integrals PX and PY are defined as: 
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Using the equations of (3), radiation fields SE and SE  can be calculated by: 
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The mesh grid is generated by the following expressions: 
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Where, M and N are the number of points which have been distributed uniformly in x- and 
y-direction of 0S   plane. The aperture diameter of the parabolic reflector is d. The relations 
of (3) and (5) lead to: 
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(6) 

( , )axE m n and ( , )ayE m n  are the electric fields at the mesh points ( , )m n  of 0S   plane. 
Comparison between the equations of (6) with FFT formulas, the angles of spherical 
coordinate of far-field radiation electric fields, kl and kl are calculated using the following 
expressions: 
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Two-dimensional FFT (FFT2) formulas can be used to rewrite the relations of (6), that is: 
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Fig. 2. (a) Plane 0S   is the projected cross-sectional area of reflector on the focal plane. (b) A 
rectangular mesh is created on the plane 0S  . d is the aperture diameter of the parabolic 
reflector. 
 
Finally, radiation fields of SE and SE  are computed by using FFT2. It can be written as: 
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In equations (2), axE and ayE represent the x- and y-component of the reflected fields 
over 0S  . The spherical coordinates of the observation point is , ,r   .   and  are 
wavelength and phase constant of the propagated wave in free space, respectively. 
A feed at the focal point of a parabola forms a beam parallel to the focal axis. Therefore, the 
only difference between fields on 0S  and 0S   is the constant phase because of the distance 
between the aperture plane 0S  and the focal plane 0S  . Additional feeds displaced from the 
focal point form multiple beams at angles off the antenna axis. In this case, the reflected 
fields from the reflector are not parallel to the focal axis resulting in a severe phase 
distortion between fields on 0S  and 0S  . Therefore, the integral equations (2a) and (2b) are 
calculated over the aperture plane 0S , not the focal plane 0S  . The phase distortion increases 
with the angular displacement in beamwidths and decreases with an increase in the focal 
length. 
In order to calculate the reflected filed from the reflector, a rectangular mesh is created on 
the focal plane 0S   as shown in Fig. 2.  According to AFM and GO, the reflected fields out of 

0S   are vanished. Two-dimensional FFT is used to compute the integral equations (2a) and 
(2b) rapidly [Bracewell, 1986]. Integrals PX and PY are defined as: 
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Using the equations of (3), radiation fields SE and SE  can be calculated by: 
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The mesh grid is generated by the following expressions: 
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Where, M and N are the number of points which have been distributed uniformly in x- and 
y-direction of 0S   plane. The aperture diameter of the parabolic reflector is d. The relations 
of (3) and (5) lead to: 
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Based on the equations (8) and (9), far fields of SE and SE are calculated, where kl  are 
the angles calculated by (7). Negative values of l and k are used to find the fields in other 
regions. In addition, number of main points of the major lobe found by FFT is constrained. 
Therefore, it is interpolated from above points to obtain E- and H-planes Half-Power 
beamwidths (HPE and HPH). The principal E- and H-plane radiation patterns can be 
calculated by substituting 2

   and 0  , respectively. According to [Stutzman and Thiele, 

1981], directivity D can be calculated as: 
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A is the antenna beam solid angle. ( , )F u v is the radiation pattern of the reflector antenna 
in terms of the variables u and v . The main equations are prepared to analyze a 
paraboloidal reflector and to compute the radiation characteristics. Moreover, SRADAS can 
be applied to all shaped reflector antennas with defocused feed elements provided that 
dimensions of the reflector are large in regard to the wavelength. 

 
3. Calculation of the optimum mesh size 
 

In general, if x(t) is a continuous function of t in the interval of [a ,b], Fourier transform pair  
of x(t) can be written as the following [Bracewell, 1986]:  
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To calculate the Fourier integrals numerically, the interval of [a, b] is divided into N-1 
segments uniformly by use of N points. The step size T is: 
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After substitution of (12) in the Fourier transform pair, (11b) can be estimated using the 
following expression: 
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By comparison (13) to Discrete Fourier Transform, it can be written as: 
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Where, T should be less than 
max

1 1N
N f
  until the maximum frequency component of x(t) 

can be detected by Discrete Fourier Transform. Since N is very large, the preceding relation 
can be reduced as: 

max

1T
f

   (15) 

It is obvious that the radiation integrals are the spatial Fourier Transform of the aperture 
electric fields. Therefore, fx and fy are the spatial frequencies corresponding to x and y axes, 
respectively. The mesh size should satisfy the following relation based on (15): 
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Similarly, it can be proved that y   . As a result, the mesh size should be less than  until 
the aperture electric fields can be sampled correctly to compute the radiation integrals 
numerically by FFT accurately. Near-field measurement in the case of planar scanning 
shows the sampling interval is better to choose 2

  or less to have more accurate phase 

detection [Philips et al., 1996]. 
In this section, in order to evaluate the effect of mesh size in calculating the radiation 
pattern, a typical parabolic reflector antenna excited by a feed horn has been simulated. The 
operating frequency of the antenna is 1.3 GHz. The diameter and the focal distance are 
13.5m and 5.31m, respectively. Simulated results for different mesh sizes by SRADAS have 
been shown in Table 1. For mesh size greater than λ=23.08cm, the antenna parameters such 
as Gain and Half Power (HP) beamwidths are not accurate. However, when the mesh size is 
less than λ, the condition (16) is satisfied, and the radiation characteristics will be calculated 
correctly. When mesh points of M=128 and N=128 are chosen, the main beam is at the angle 
of θ=180 and the Gain is 38.91dB. HP beamwidths are 2.34 in the E-plane radiation pattern 
and 0.9 in the H-plane radiation pattern. Calculated side lobe levels are -35dB and -25dB in 
E-plane and H-plane, respectively. E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns have been 
depicted in Fig. 3. 
In order to validate the proposed calculation method the parabolic reflector antenna has 
been simulated by FEKO software. FEKO results have been given in Table 2. As it can be 
noticed there are some discrepancies between the proposed analytical method and FEKO 
result. The first reason is that, for simplicity, diffraction effects have been ignored in 
calculation in SRADAS. Also, the interpolation method has been used to compute both of 
Gain and HP beamwidths. However, the consumed time of simulation by SRADAS is about 
one-third of FEKO simulation time. The calculation speed of SRADAS is faster than the 
simulation performed for the same structure by FEKO software and both results are in good 
agreement.  
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Based on the equations (8) and (9), far fields of SE and SE are calculated, where kl  are 
the angles calculated by (7). Negative values of l and k are used to find the fields in other 
regions. In addition, number of main points of the major lobe found by FFT is constrained. 
Therefore, it is interpolated from above points to obtain E- and H-planes Half-Power 
beamwidths (HPE and HPH). The principal E- and H-plane radiation patterns can be 
calculated by substituting 2
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in terms of the variables u and v . The main equations are prepared to analyze a 
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electric fields. Therefore, fx and fy are the spatial frequencies corresponding to x and y axes, 
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Similarly, it can be proved that y   . As a result, the mesh size should be less than  until 
the aperture electric fields can be sampled correctly to compute the radiation integrals 
numerically by FFT accurately. Near-field measurement in the case of planar scanning 
shows the sampling interval is better to choose 2

  or less to have more accurate phase 

detection [Philips et al., 1996]. 
In this section, in order to evaluate the effect of mesh size in calculating the radiation 
pattern, a typical parabolic reflector antenna excited by a feed horn has been simulated. The 
operating frequency of the antenna is 1.3 GHz. The diameter and the focal distance are 
13.5m and 5.31m, respectively. Simulated results for different mesh sizes by SRADAS have 
been shown in Table 1. For mesh size greater than λ=23.08cm, the antenna parameters such 
as Gain and Half Power (HP) beamwidths are not accurate. However, when the mesh size is 
less than λ, the condition (16) is satisfied, and the radiation characteristics will be calculated 
correctly. When mesh points of M=128 and N=128 are chosen, the main beam is at the angle 
of θ=180 and the Gain is 38.91dB. HP beamwidths are 2.34 in the E-plane radiation pattern 
and 0.9 in the H-plane radiation pattern. Calculated side lobe levels are -35dB and -25dB in 
E-plane and H-plane, respectively. E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns have been 
depicted in Fig. 3. 
In order to validate the proposed calculation method the parabolic reflector antenna has 
been simulated by FEKO software. FEKO results have been given in Table 2. As it can be 
noticed there are some discrepancies between the proposed analytical method and FEKO 
result. The first reason is that, for simplicity, diffraction effects have been ignored in 
calculation in SRADAS. Also, the interpolation method has been used to compute both of 
Gain and HP beamwidths. However, the consumed time of simulation by SRADAS is about 
one-third of FEKO simulation time. The calculation speed of SRADAS is faster than the 
simulation performed for the same structure by FEKO software and both results are in good 
agreement.  
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In the following sections, to evaluate the proposed calculation method, SRADAS, antenna 
parameters of two practical radar antennas are calculated and the results are compared both 
with FEKO and measurements.  
 

M N dx (cm ) dy (cm) Main beam  (deg.) HPE
o HPH

o Gain (dB) 
32 32 43.55 43.55 180 62.89 32.42 11.06 
48 48 28.72 28.72 180 24.62 14.12 18.73 
56 56 24.55 24.55 180 5.24 2.32 33.30 
64 64 21.47 21.47 180 2.34 0.9 38.83 
100 100 13.64 13.64 180 2.34 0.9 38.90 
128 128 10.63 10.63 180 2.34 0.9 38.91 

Table 1. Simulated results for different meshing sizes by SRADAS 
 

 
( a ) 

 
( b ) 

Fig. 3. (a) E-plane radiation pattern (b) H-plane radiation pattern 
 

SLLH (dB) SLLE (dB) Gain (dB) HPE
oHPH

oMain beam  (deg.) 
-25 -35 38.91 0.9 2.34 180 SRADAS 
-22 -33 39.2 1.1 2.5 180 FEKO 

Table 2. Comparison radiation characteristics simulated by FEKO software and SRADAS 

 
4. Analysis of a shaped reflector antenna illuminated by two displaced feed 
horns 
 

A shaped reflector antenna fed by two displaced feed horns (Fig. 4) has been simulated by 
SRADAS. The operating frequency of the antenna is 1.4 GHz. Reflector aperture is 7.0m in 
height and 13.5m in width with a focal axis of 5.31m. The profile of azimuth curve is 
parabola and the profile of elevation curve is an unusual function. The 3-dimensional 

mathematical function which determines the reflector surface of the antenna is obtained by 
curve fitting method as: 
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The feed horns have been placed in y-direction symmetrically in relation to the origin. The 
feed horn which has been located in (0, 0,-0.185m) radiates the higher beam and the other 
one located in (0, 0, 0.185m) radiates lower one. 
Simulated results by SRADAS have been shown in Table 3. Both of M and N for meshing the 
reflector aperture are 128. Results provided by FEKO have been given in Table 4. Because of 
large dimensions, radiation patterns of the antenna have been measured using outdoor far-
field measurement method (open-site method). The gain of higher beam is 35.5dB and that 
of lower one is 34.5dB. Azimuth HP beamwidth (HPH) is 1.2 and elevation HP beamwidth 
(HPE) is about 10.5 . The results obtained for this antenna using presented numerical 
method are in good agreement with both measurements and FEKO software. The consumed 
time of simulation by SRADAS is about one-third of the time consumed by FEKO. 
 

 
Fig. 4. A shaped reflector antenna illuminated by two horns 
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(deg.) Y (m) Beam 
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Table 3. Radiation characteristics simulated by SRADAS 
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In the following sections, to evaluate the proposed calculation method, SRADAS, antenna 
parameters of two practical radar antennas are calculated and the results are compared both 
with FEKO and measurements.  
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5. Simulation of AN/TPS-43 Antenna 
 

The TPS-43 Radar as shown in Fig. 5 is a transportable three-dimensional air search Radar 
which operates in frequency range of 2.9 to 3.1 GHz with a 200 mile range. The reflector 
antenna is a paraboloid of revolution with elliptic cross-section from front view. Reflector 
aperture is 4.27m high by 6.20m wide with focal axis of 2.6m. The reflector is illuminated by 
15 horn antennas which has been moved progressively back from the focal plane [Skolnik, 
1990]. Feed horn 2 has been located at the focus of the reflector. The feed array features the 
use of a stripline matrix to form the 6 height-finding beams. Transmitting radiation pattern 
of Radar is fan beam for surveillance but receiving radiation pattern is stacked beam to 
detect height of a target. 
Using SRADAS software, AN/TPS-43 antenna has been simulated and the results have been 
shown in Table 5 and Fig. 6. Comparing the results provided by the proposed method in 
Fig. 6 with results reported by M. L. Skolnik [Skolnik, 1990] for this antenna confirm the 
integrity of SRADAS. Some discrepancies can be noticed between them, those are, because 
of that the locations of feed horns of available Radar are a little different from Radar in 
reference [Skolnik, 1990]. In addition, diffraction effects have been neglected by use of 
SRADAS. The calculation speed of SRADAS is so faster than the simulation performed for 
the same structure by FEKO software and both results are in good agreement.  
 

 
Fig. 5. AN/TPS-43 Antenna 

 
 Elevation (deg.) Azimuth (deg.) Gain (dB) HPE  (deg.) HPH (deg.) 

Beam 1 0 0 39.05 1.80 0.9 

Beam 2 4.32 90 38.12 1.98 0.9 
Beam 3 7.15 90 37.06 1.98 0.9 
Beam 4 12.30 90 36.10 3.78 0.9 
Beam 5 17.50 90 35.03 4.30 0.9 
Beam 6 23.40 90 31.20 5.22 1.26 

Table 5. Radiation characteristics of final 6 beams of TPS-43 Radar simulated by SRADAS 
 

 
Fig. 6. Elevation radiation patterns of TPS-43 Radar simulated by SRADAS 

 
6. Conclusion 
 

The development and application of a numerical technique for the rapid calculation of the 
far-field radiation patterns of a reflector antenna excited by defocused feeds have been 
reported. The reflector has been analyzed by Aperture Field Method (AFM) and Geometrical 
Optics (GO) to predict the radiation fields in which the radiation integrals computed by FFT. 
The analytical and numerical results demonstrate that the maximum mesh size of the 
aperture plane should be less than a wavelength to compute the radiation integrals 
accurately. Developed Shaped Reflector Antenna Design and Analysis Software (SRADAS) 
based on MATLAB applied for two practical Radar antennas shows that SRADAS can be 
used for all shaped reflector antennas with large dimensions compared to operating 
wavelength. SRADAS has been implemented and used in Information and Communication 
Technology Institute (ICTI) to analyze and simulate different practical parabolic and shaped 
reflector antennas. Not only SRADAS has a library of conventional reflectors, but also is it 
possible to define the geometry of the desired reflector. In addition, SRADAS has the ability 
to simulate all of shaped reflector antennas fed by defocused feeds rapidly with good 
accuracy in comparison with available commercial software FEKO. The consuming 
simulation time performed by SRADAS is less than that of simulated by FEKO software. 
Consequently, SRADAS can be used as an elementary tool to evaluate the designed reflector 
antenna in regard to achieving the most important radiation characteristics of the reflector 
antenna. After that, more accurate simulation can be down by complicated and time-
consuming electromagnetic softwares such as FEKO or NEC. 
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shown in Table 5 and Fig. 6. Comparing the results provided by the proposed method in 
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reference [Skolnik, 1990]. In addition, diffraction effects have been neglected by use of 
SRADAS. The calculation speed of SRADAS is so faster than the simulation performed for 
the same structure by FEKO software and both results are in good agreement.  
 

 
Fig. 5. AN/TPS-43 Antenna 

 
 Elevation (deg.) Azimuth (deg.) Gain (dB) HPE  (deg.) HPH (deg.) 

Beam 1 0 0 39.05 1.80 0.9 

Beam 2 4.32 90 38.12 1.98 0.9 
Beam 3 7.15 90 37.06 1.98 0.9 
Beam 4 12.30 90 36.10 3.78 0.9 
Beam 5 17.50 90 35.03 4.30 0.9 
Beam 6 23.40 90 31.20 5.22 1.26 

Table 5. Radiation characteristics of final 6 beams of TPS-43 Radar simulated by SRADAS 
 

 
Fig. 6. Elevation radiation patterns of TPS-43 Radar simulated by SRADAS 

 
6. Conclusion 
 

The development and application of a numerical technique for the rapid calculation of the 
far-field radiation patterns of a reflector antenna excited by defocused feeds have been 
reported. The reflector has been analyzed by Aperture Field Method (AFM) and Geometrical 
Optics (GO) to predict the radiation fields in which the radiation integrals computed by FFT. 
The analytical and numerical results demonstrate that the maximum mesh size of the 
aperture plane should be less than a wavelength to compute the radiation integrals 
accurately. Developed Shaped Reflector Antenna Design and Analysis Software (SRADAS) 
based on MATLAB applied for two practical Radar antennas shows that SRADAS can be 
used for all shaped reflector antennas with large dimensions compared to operating 
wavelength. SRADAS has been implemented and used in Information and Communication 
Technology Institute (ICTI) to analyze and simulate different practical parabolic and shaped 
reflector antennas. Not only SRADAS has a library of conventional reflectors, but also is it 
possible to define the geometry of the desired reflector. In addition, SRADAS has the ability 
to simulate all of shaped reflector antennas fed by defocused feeds rapidly with good 
accuracy in comparison with available commercial software FEKO. The consuming 
simulation time performed by SRADAS is less than that of simulated by FEKO software. 
Consequently, SRADAS can be used as an elementary tool to evaluate the designed reflector 
antenna in regard to achieving the most important radiation characteristics of the reflector 
antenna. After that, more accurate simulation can be down by complicated and time-
consuming electromagnetic softwares such as FEKO or NEC. 
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